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This
Than
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But

is a harvest
one in any
have sowed
the weather

more dearly gleaned
year.
to the Spirit through war-dark days
for reaping is clear.
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viving through every adverse circumstance,
and
triumphing
at
last.”
Flung into a self-satisfied
age Dickens perceived that the pen
was mightier than the sword. He
became a Knight-errant in quest of
the Holy Grail. Cognizant of the

DICKENS’ OLIVER TWIST

Freperica

KATHERYNE

BuNTON

An informative analysis.
Oliver Twist, by Charles Dickens, is a poignant revolt against the
Child Labor Act. In contradistinction to some of Dickens’ other
works, notably Pickwick, which is
characterized by wit, humour and
playful action, the intense pathos
of this story of the pathetic illegit-

imate orphan may be summed up |
in Shakespeare’s fine words:
I come no more to make you
laugh: things now,
That bear a weighty and a serious
brow
*

OK

OK

x

We now present. Those that can
pity, here

May, if they think it well, let fall
a tear,

The subject will deserve it.
Through the convincing maneuverings of characters which down the
years have become household words
—Oliver,

the Jew,

Bill

Sykes

and

Nancy, the Artful Dodger, Noah
Claypole and Charlotte, Mr. Bumble and others — is manifest Dickens’ tremendous social sympathy.
‘Through these most famous and
endearing of Dickens’ characters is
reflected a graphic picture of the
abused poor and the criminal at
large while the story is directed in
such a way as to give a truer basis
for the right handling by philanthropy and reform.
Seeing

criminal

photographic

insight

London

Dickens,

with

in

the pages of Oliver Twist, never relaxes in his excoriation of social
abuse and pleads for a reform that
is characterized by a sincerity that
is both fiery and intense.
Dickens was born February 7,
1812 and moved to London when
little beyond infancy.
Before his
teens he had experienced many of
those physical and mental pangs
which are so acutely defined in
Oliver Twist, David Copperfield,
and Great Expectations. Dickens
could not forget the rock from
which he was hewn and his sombre
personal experiences were to be
later reflected in a great and boundless sympathy for all men. Out of
this dismal background
was to
emerge England’s great humanitarian who was to weave autobiographical experiences into colorful romances;

who

was

striking poignancy,

to describe with

the hopes

fears of childhood; who

and

was to de-

pict from
ineffaceable
remembrance, poverty-stricken and _heartsore youth.
He had a noble and exalted purpose which runs like a_ thread
through all his works, a purpose
so universal that it is purged of every vestige of self-interest.
“He
was a moulder of national character, a regenerator of his race, a reformer

of

his

says Dickens,

times.”

“I

7

wished,”

“to show, in little

Oliver, the principle of good sur-

evil

he did

not, however,

to present the
mental task was
of man on the
leave to society
termining the
form.
He was
of

evils

than

presume

cure. His
fundato focus the mind
existent evil and to
the formality of deprocedure of rerather the exposer
the

mender;

he

in-

dicated where the evil lay and exconated those who were at fault.

Dickens set for himself the colossal and unattainable task of trying
to realize his dream of another
England — another England with
closer union between rich and poor,

fewer social divisions and sectional
differences. Convinced that it was
an age of severities and sham
Dickens was a Victorian in conflict
with his age. His innate spirit of
democracy was unable to brook
class distinctions and conditions of
privilege which made for an ideal
he refused to forsake even in the
face of personal good fortune. The
philosophy which consumed him
during a long and prolific career
as a writer is reflected in the following quotation from one of his
commentators:

He was the censor of folly, exposer

of

abuse,

advocate

of re.

form, guide of an uplifted and
regenerated state. He was in revolt.
The
eighteenth-century
customs left him dissatisfied. He
was eager to be rid of the past;
he was impatient with the present; he was on fire to usher in
Page three

a new era of improved opportun-

prostitute,

ity and of increased happiness
for his fellowmen.
His self-assigned task was to break down
barriers to progress and to point
the way to the goal.

bers the fathomless longing in
Nancy's
heartsearching
—exclamation:

Nancy,

“Oh,

lady,

more

like you,

and

lady!

if

one

remem-

there

there

was

would

be

fewer lke me, 2..."

Dickens’
creed
is
evident
throughout the struggles of Oliver
Twist, the parish house orphan
who, despite an experience characterized by harshness, neglect and
actual cruelty, yet preserves his natural innocence and refinement of
mind. He is thrown in close pro-

pinquity with the Beadle and Mrs.
Mann, people who seem devoid of
all principles of human kindness
yet his purity of spint remains un-

scathed.

Oliver

is

the

character

who, inured to “degraded and degrading” humanity, retains an exquisite inbred fineness and_ remains unsullied.
The villainous and crafty Fagin, guiding spirit of the gang of
thieves,

Bill Sikes,

the housebreak-

er, and Nancy, his mistress, Noah
Claypole, the Artful Dodger and
Charley Bates, two skillful young
thieves, and a villain named

Monks

are all portrayed in their infamous
depravity. Mr. Brownlow and Rose
Maylie represent the other side of

the picture.
Nancy is conceived as an absorbing character who rather commands
our sympathy. In some _ strange
fashion she is moved to see
in

Oliver something utterly foreign to
anything she has ever known. This
realization awakes an innate spark
of fineness of character and, to the

amazement of Fagin and Bill Sikes
she suddenly displays a resolution
neither of them had believed her to
possess. Her compassion for Oliver
assumes complete possession of her
mind, excluding every other influence. Simultaneously with her resolve to help Oliver she conceives a
newborn dislike and aversion to all
her
associates,
excepting
Sikes
whom she loves and fears. She discovers the secret plot between Fag-

in

and

Monks

to

ruin

Oliver.

Among the most touching chapters
of the story is the arresting interview between Rose Maylie and the
Page four

Dickens employed his great gifts

for

specific

purposes.

With

his

even though contemporary London
has progressed a long way along the
road

which

the

author

advocated,

the novels of Dickens portray the
London he actually knew. As a creator of characterization Dickens is
superb. ‘The force of this assertion is
evident in the fact that his brain
children have lived through the

years. We meet them in the pages

humour he made men laugh at
their own follies, with his pathos he
played upon the emotions of men;
his wrath he exercised to arouse
hot indignation against injury and
ill and through his inspiration he
taught that a seeming miracle was
not beyond human effort.
His
craftsmanship reflects an attention
to detail. His novels refiect a unity
of design and through each runs

of his stories and they remain for
us
definite
fixations. — Oliver
Twist, written “to paint vice in its

a motive, or cause.

wise receive a distorted and glamorized picture of the lives of robbers.
Consequently the men and women
Dickens shows us are thoroughly
human and ‘through it all we seuse
the fidelity of purpose, the uncrushable truth behind the tragedy.

That

Dickens

really:

lived

with

his creations and realized their actual existence in his mind, experi-

encing a genuine regret at parting
from

them

when

he

had

reached

the end of the story, is suggested in
some of the prefaces to his novels.
In the preface to David Copperfield we read:
An author

feels

as if he were

dismissing some portion of himself into
the shadowy world,
when a crowd of the creatures
of his brain are going from him
forever.
Matthew Arnold has summarized
Dickens’ dedication to his cause in

the following stanza:
He

who
hath
watch’d,
shar’d, the strife,

not

Knows how the day hath gone;
He only lives with the world’s
life
Who

hath renounced

In all of Dickens’
conscious

his

own.

works one is

of a wordiness,

an

ex-

haustiveness that may, in many instances, appear to retard the action
of the story. One may be incline
to sense exaggeration in his portrayal of London vice. Must one
indeed say so much to suggest sc
sullied a situation? Let us remem-

ber, however, that writing

techni-

ques of two generations ago were
in immeasurable contrast to those
of today; let us remember, too, that

true character, without

the fascina-

tions of highway adventure, or
smug robbers’ caves, or anything
approaching the attractions that
too often pervade the literature of
profligacy,” Dickens felt, would
serve as a restraining influence to

“excitable youth” who might other-

That he succeeded with consummate artistry in effecting his ideal
accounts for his imperishable popularity; it is the reason he lies
buried in Westminster Abbey.
Kee
THE STORY
A scar and a beating structure - ‘The story of my heart,
The

structure healed and beats
time,
But still the scar does smart.

to

Hurt by one who never cared,
Who never did and never will - And it really doesn’t matter, yet,
Oh, memories be still!

I had hoped to forget
dark eyes,
And

his soft, warm

his

deep,

voice,

But

love is the guesthouse and
the guest,
And I find there is no choice.

I

A scar and a beating structure - ‘The story of my heart,
The structure healed and beats to
time,
But still the

scar does smart.
—ANNE MATSON

TWO
@ By Gat

HUNDRED

MILES

TO

HEAVEN

KoEPPEN

Just forty miles west of Dayton
“Indiana!” they scoff with adult
indignation, and then with a superior shrug of the shoulders, “After all, who else but Gail picks a
mud

hole like Indiana, with Chica-

go and New York winking their
lights
in that ‘come _ hither’
fashion.” And such are the dreary
opinions of the home-made cosmopolitans I am subjected to before
my annual take-off to Indiana.
You might expect the home to
offer some protection against the
string of insults, but here least of
all my seniority fails to sway the
family into submission, and the
customary hubbub of pro’s and
con’s fall in rapid succession. My
announcement of the forthcoming

trip is delivered abruptly from the
hall

stairway

where,

if I lean

at a

fifty degree angle, I have an all-over
picture of Mom and Dad, and the
most obnoxious
part of
Billy’s
body — his feet. Dad fails to register any form of uprising. His eyes
narrow momentarily in my direction, which might have some significance, and he mcekly disappears
behind the daily headlines, while
Mom and younger brother babble
predictions in one voice. When
both views are totaled, my brother
has dubbed me his “hick _ sister”
and Mom has recalled with remorse the unlucky moments of my
last trip to Indiana. This is only
reveille for the flood of criticism
to follow.
At the office the interests of advertising are suddenly switched to
the Hoosier state in the negative
form.
From
the
moment
of
“punching in” until the hour of departure I’m backed into corners and

pounded

relentlessly on the colos-

salities of the big city by New
Yorkers from the “crust out.” How-

ever,

Indiana

stubbornly

remains

my choice, and the city slickers resort to tossing off their boredom of

my trip with an occasional flippant
pat

or yawn.

My last source of ridicule is the
mailman who, because of his longstanding friendship with the family, drops all formalities and bluntly disapproves of the whole idea.
As an added inducement he quotes
from neighborhood postcards, the
weather gripes reported by their
friends.

At

train

time,

it appears

to be a mighty discouraging situation. Ill not be meeting anyone
with more prestige than Basil Beanblossom of the Beanblossom Funeral Home; during the entire week
Vl rub elbows with no more than
seventy-five people; and my most
wicked venture will be the Saturday night western when possibly
the projection man will brighten
the English language with his own
“cuss” vocabulary when the reel
breaks in the middle of the movie.
If
previous
warnings
aren't
enough to scare off the most gallant vacationer, I can always trecall the historic moments on my
first trip to the Hoosier hills with
a girl named Ruthann. We were
both eighteen, noticeably green
about the comings and goings of
travel, and

had

allowed

the

travel

bureau to route us in and around
Indiana, all in all requiring four
changes of trains in a 200 mile radius. | Kenmore
was
our _ last
switch.
‘The train coasted to a
moaning stop, deposited us before
a miserable hunk of architecture,
and with a frightening: snort of
steam, plodded on down the tracks.
There was no further need for
Ruthann or me to mention the
presence of rain; it had been our
constant companion since we left
Dayton.
We _ trudged
wearily
through the doorway of the station,
that boasted of a color scheme

that would make any interior decorator

just

plain

sick

—

disgusting

red walls, a newly painted

alum-

inum stove, drab green benches.
A ticket agent draped in cobwebs
who showed signs of life only
once during our three-hour wait
added the contrasting shade of yellow.
Ruthann
was the patient
type. She salvaged a chewed copy
of the Post from her bag, propped

her

feet

on

my

luggage

and

promptly forgot a girl named Gail
seated on the drab green bench.
Already, I was considering an illiterate as my next traveling companion.
Obviously a subject of
boredom, I strode to the doorway

in my pompous
mumbled

in

style of eighteen,

monotones

what

ex-

pressed similar feelings of my stom-

ach. The ticket agent blinked a
pale blue eye that I might have
mistaken for a wink, then he wanly
signaled with a slight twist of his
head in the direction of the nearest restaurant. Somehow, my dignity lost out to a few skips that I
slipped in. My heels clattered dismally across the cobbled platform
and my sleek pumps tasted the
hoard of mud when I ventured too
far. Through the grey streams of

rain that deadened the horizon in-

Joe's
I glimpsed
obfivion,
to
a
side
along
lowly
Place, slumped
row of wretched shacks that shared
the grim atmosphere. “Joe’s” streak-

ed across the window

of the res-

taurant in unsteady letters thrust
a final note of despair with its last
“s” smeared into a splotch of gaudy
red.

I crept back to the station with
all thoughts of a tantalizing hamburger and onion rained out with
the suggestive sounds of sheets of
water dancing down the cobbled
walk that ran alongside the station,
the dull thud as it tumbled across
the muddy road, and at last the
swelling sounds as the puddles
stretched into a miniature flood
from Joe’s to the railroad station.
And with it the hours emerged —
three hours of rain striking on my
nerves, a ticket agent in a stupor of
sleep, my stomach growling its protect,

and

the

drab

All of this made

green

up

benches.

our wait for

the Monon in the lonely Kenmore
station.
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Most folks profit by experience,
but I staged a second try at “tripping” to Indiana this time with my
brother offering his male muscle
which
promised
to
buck. all
troubles. We enacted our usual
hasty entrance, slopped through a
drizzling rain, juggled three bags
plus a typewriter that had been
shoved under Billy’s arm in_ protest. We searched out the bus
station which occupied an insignificant corner of a New Albany drug
store and promptly made inquiries
on the next bus.
I eventually
prove to be a jinx, for another dismal three-hour wait comprised the
afternoon. Bill and I planted ourselves by the window in steel chairs
accommodating passengers like ourselves who always arrived in time to
miss the bus by five minutes. We
stacked our luggage to form a barrage from which grumbling issued
at intervals.
A small radio was perched next
my left ear, (incidentally, my good
one)
where the latest baseball
scores were blasted to unwary citizens and passengers. Once I considered a switch of stations, but the

clerk had apparently sized me up as
an anti-baseball enthusiast, and
eyed me with a peculiar sense of
male premonition.
By this time,
Bill had emerged from his sour disposition with a checker board, and
with a sigh that surpassed even the
radio, I set up the checkers and motioned Billy to move. Now I have
no doubts that checkers were invented for the aged and morons.
Billy and I proved to be in the OI’

crony classification as we pushed
the black and red back and forth
with due deliberation. The checker champ totaled three games and
J,

two

games,

with

two

more

games unaccounted for when the
checkers slid off my lap and
scrambled across the floor under
the clerk’s size No. 9’s.
I climbed out of my burrowed
recluse but once to make a hasty
purchase of magazines. In the last

hour I read myself through the San
Francisco
Sinatra,

Peace Conference,
and

subjects

Frank

as assorted

as

sodas on the drug store menu. As
a last resort I was considering the
Page six

array of numerous comics when the

streets outside cleared of tumbling
kids and the bus ducked into the
wave of water and, with a final

sneeze of the motor, stopped with
a resounding

splash.

realistic

wonders

of

the

Hoosier state.
There
is
something
which
springs from this rich earth and the
heart of its country folk that is
like nothing else in all of the for. ty-seven. | remember
well the
early Indiana mornings that somehow grasp my hand with a vigorous shake and tag my cares with a
smile;

then

the

“hellos”

I collect

from a morning jaunt whisk that
smile straight to my heart. Whether it’s Farmer Jones, Basil
blossom, or Mrs.
Beckett,

Beantheir

own warmth is kindled within myself. My artificiality is destroyed
when their ‘good mornings” tug at
my heart for admittance.
And with the afternoon, life subsides

to

a

murmur;

the

row

of

pleasant white cottages are nestled
deep in a yawn that creeps past
the curtained windows
and_ envelopes the home in sleep.
And
the front porch swing, rocked by
alone skipping breeze, sways in
tempo with my sleepy mood ....
Then I’m asleep and, for the first
time

in many

months,

lost in the

world of fantasy.
Yet there is nothing that can
surpass the summer evening; neither morning nor afternoon. It is with
the first breath of dusk that all in
life momentarily ceases; the past
and the future far removed from
their state of dreams, and memories

are given life by the touch of God.
‘The first evening air, mellowed by
seclusion, is like no other for there

are fragrant flowers, the swift flow
of moonlight,

the birth

ers

remain

are

unwon,

captured

beauteous

in

moment,

has brushed

by

flow-

their

most

and

all

The

the
man

this

who

suddenly

lives as never before.

And such have been my drastic
delvings into Indiana culture which
includes all of the unexpected. Yet
rain, checkers, and even the dejected ticket agent could never destroy

the

man silent; a part of heaven.
battles

of imagin-

ation suddenly a part of the present. It is not a sensation of power
as the cosmopolitan
might misjudge; a world paused in the maddening onrush when God strikes

Shall I will this corner of heaven
to the New Yorker, the sophisticate?

Never,

for

Indiana

blooms

cherished for the chosen few who
sense and respond to her greatness in beauty.
ke
I LIKE THE NIGHT
When the twilight fades and
the darkness falls I look through
my window and see the sky with
its dark blue ceiling. It is illuminated by thousands of diamondlike stars that twinkle above us
while we slumber and dream. Their
work is just beginning. The man
in the moon is smiling tonight

knowing that he inspires romance.
He is watching the couple strolling
hand in hand, their faces beaming
with lovely thoughts.
Even the trees have a tranquillity not noticeable in the harsh
light of day. Their limbs are outstretched as they too have an important part in the setting for tonight. ‘The houses are dark and
quiet and fit into the scene so cozily because they protect the children
who sleep within their shelter.
I wonder why things look so
beautiful at night with the colors
subdued and only the light of the
moon and the stars above us. With
the distracting cares of the day
gone and with our thoughts turned
to God in prayer, we are closer to
Him at night. He hears our prayers when we ask him to watch
over our loved ones.
Oh well, maybe some day I will
find an answer to all my questions, but nght now I had better
get back to bed, because if I walk
in late tomorrow morning, I am
sure the boss will not understand

when I tell him I lay awake half
the night looking out of my window.
slightly
it is a
Now

He might think that I am
queer. Perhaps I am, but
wonderful feeling.
I lay me down to sleep.
—F aye McCroskrey

GETTING
@ By Aupree

A

A

JOB

consolation in the fact that I was
promised raises, bonuses and _ vacations, but I was too tired at this

stage in the game to realize
things like these don’t always
pen. I had secured a position,
satified my family, and was

Hines

humorous

approach

embarking

The last notes of the recessional

kept remembering that old prover-

of the graduation had died away
and I was dashing down the aisle
to my friends to receive the cus-

bial phrase “a quitter never wins”
and it seemed to goad me on.

tomary congratulations, hand shake

I will probably remember my
first interview if I live to be a hundred years old. I stepped off the
elevator of a large formidable-looking building into the path of an office boy with a stack of files piled
higher than his head.
I tried to
dodge this strange phenomenon,

and pat on the back. I had visions
of a lovely summer vacation with
no thoughts of books or any form
of education for the whole three
months.
My dream was_ shortlived, however,

for mother

was

in-

troducing me to some unctiouslooking individual who was_babbling inanely about the opportunities for the working girl. I was
wholly uninterested and my face
must have revealed my feelings, for
mother said “we will talk about
that later.” “Later” came the very
next evening after dinner. I had
just finished a very lovely meal and
I was sitting back in my chair to
talk over the cares of the day
when who should bounce in but
that very obnoxious person I had
encountered
at graduation. — It

first to the nght,

when

suddenly

then

down

introduction,

and

is not in it.”

A few days later I found myself
boarding a train for the big city.
There is a saying “You can take
the girl out of the country, but you

cannot take the country out of the
girl.” I was not a farmerette by
trade, neither did I truly enjoy
country life, but the thought of
leaving it all and having to go to
work nauseated me. I do not want
to make myself appear indolent; it
was the fact that I felt that I had
been cheated out of a vacation, and

this in itself made
me__ lose
some of my tenacity of purpose. I

DAYTON’S SILENT
SENTINELS
Need change for a dime? If you
do, just come to the City of Dayton Finance Department where
you will find nickels galore. ‘These
nickels represent the revenue collected from the 622 parking meters
located in the down-town areas of
Dayton.
‘These parking meters were installed in March,

there I stood - -

The character sprawled in the
swivel chair resumed his upright
position, and flicked the ashes
from his cigar and motioned for
me to take a place opposite him.
I did so with reluctance, whereupon he proceeded to give me the
customary cross-examination.
After a period of muttering and chewing the butt of his cigar, he eased
himself out of his chair and ushered
me into the photograph depart-

heart

Kick

the messenger was trying to smother his temper, and I was trying to
compose myself.
After brushing
myself off and apologizing for my
stupidity, I went to the information
desk and timidly asked where I
might find my prospective employer.
I was
led, or rather
dragged to his office by the receptionist who left me after a hasty

other than I, was expected to go
to work. Had I not just finished
four years of grueling back-breaking monotony at the local seat of
learning?
1 was trapped, wholly
ensnared, hopelessly caged. It took
every ounce of courage I had to say
“all right I will go to work, but
my

sympathy.”

went.

a picture of utter dejection.

remember,

All books must end, most stories

The files scattered in all directions,

seemed I was becoming involved
in a plot whereby the victim, none

1939.

Since that

time it is quite evident that they
have been an aid to the City by
providing greatly increased parking

facilities.

‘This has been

realized

more than ever since the stress of
war time conditions because more

vehicles are being driven.
In a recent survey it was discovered that one parking meter collector carries approximately $825
pounds of nickels which represents
70,500

nickels

for

the

City

Treas-

ury each month. When we stop to
consider that each of these nickels
must pass through the hands of
the collector for counting, packing
and recording, we can develop an

ment where I was placed on a small

idea of the volume of work handled

raised platform, flattened against
the wall, told to look straight ahead
and not to smile. Oh, the irony

of the situation!

a position.

have a moral.
‘This composition
by no means ends here, neither
has it a moral. I do not want to
discourage those who must work,
I am only saying “you have my

to the left,

we

on

that
haphad
now

by this department.
—LouIsE

JOHNSON

After being pho-

tographed and fingerprinted, I was
examined for broken bones, scars
and flat feet.
After

a

few

more

interviews

I

was informed that I had passed all
the

necessary

tests and

was

there-

fore hired as a file clerk - - the low-
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HECTOR

AND

THE

BABY

An interesting story about a cat and a

little girl and a wounded

(He brightens with interest in his
story.) But this little kitten didn’t
jive in a house — he lived out in
the alleys where he could find garbage to eat, or in people’s gardens

G.I.

sometimes,
® By Mixie

Mooney

A young man sat glumly in a
large room, with the shelves lined
with books, and an open window
revealing numerous small houses of
the small town in which he lived.
the knee and set in a cast. He wore

always looked like an angel,
now—.”
“Now
she’s an
angel
wings.”
“Gone - gone. Not meant
stay here.
The golden hair
terly) locked in a box beneath

a rather mussed

ground.

His foot and leg were bandaged to
blue suit, the left

trouser of which was cut off to allow for the bandage.
He seemed
to have been staring out upon the
spring morning for quite a while
for the book which he had been
holding slipped to the floor. Suddenly a pair of small hands appeared upon the window sill, and then
the face of a little girl with curly
yellow hair was heightened into
brightness by the sun which shone
from behind.
“Hi,

Daddy!”

“Hello.”
“Watch me

dow.

climb

I always

do

in

the

win-

it when

the

screen’s up!”
“Be careful there. Come in the
door the way you’re supposed to.”
“Watch!” The child swung her
legs over the window sill and landed on a small cushion beside her
father.
“Tm glad you’ve come home
now; now I have a daddy. You're
home for good aren’t you?”
“Tm afraid so.’
“Why do you keep a picture of
a cat on the wall, daddy?
Aunt
Sarah said why in the world he
would keep a big photo of a black
cat in the living room! Wasn’t he
a good cat?”
“Sure,

he was

a good

cat.”

“Why ”
“He helped to save my life after
you were born and your mother
died.”

“How?”

Gone

grey eyes again — with tears. Gone,
because of me
and me!”

—

because

of

you

“Daddy, what do you. mean?”
“Nothing.”
“Why?”
The ex-soldier looked bitterly at
the child. “Your mother died when
you were born.”
“But: what—”
“Tell me what you’ve been doing
this morning.”
“Listening to Grandmother and
Aunt Sarah.
And they said you
brood
too much.
What’s _ that
mean?”

“What

else did they say?”

“Oh,

Aunt

Sarah

wondered

that picture you put up on

the wall — of the cat. But Grandma said she liked it there too. Aunt

Sarah said it didn’t fit in the room,
and Grandma said it was none of
her business.”
“Good for her.”
“But what is it? Where did it
come from?
Whose cat was it?”
“Ours. . Here = sit down.”
He

“ You

see, once

upon a

time—”’

“There was a big black cat and

you

have

curly

your mother had

a

yellow

-

minute —
hair,.

(stroking

‘like

it)

soft, soft, angel’s hair. Your mother
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he

lived

leaf,
people

in

where
living

some
superstitious people were
afraid of him because he might
someday cross their path and bring
them bad luck. Then one day I
noticed old man Winters that lives
next door come out with a shotgun and go over to one of our
trees. “hat damn cat! I’ve got
"im

treed

at

last,”

a town

there
in

called

were

nice warm

Clover-

lots

of

houses.

he

Pm going to shoot
(smiles slightly). He
been walking around
den, and was the cause

said.

“And

’im down!’
said it had
in his garof the ter-

nible argument he’d had with his
wife the night before, for he was
sure it must have crossed his path
somewhere, maybe half a dozen
times.”
“Did the little cat make the argument?”
“No, that’s just the superstition
that if a black cat crosses your
path, you’re doomed.
But
anyway, I could see that the old man
was just taking out his anger on
the cat. I got mad and told him
to get off our property and stay
off. Then I climbed up in the

tree and got the little cat down,
and took him in the house for
some warm milk. So that’s how we
acquired Hector.”
“Hector’s what you named him?
How did you climb the tree?”

“IT hadn’t been

“A story!”

child.

here

find

— oh.”

ly and stared at the figure of the
“Come

could

to
(bit
the

sun hidden behind them.
When
the rain comes I feel as if I see her

about

he

with

“Daddy, your foot’s hurting you
again!”
“The same eyes, too. Go away!
Never mind! Go away!”
“Daddy!
Daddy!”
“No, don’t cry,. Janie ...I told
her once that her grey eyes were
like grey skies with the light of the

paused.

The ex-soldier looked up sudden-

and

where

food that was put out for the squirrels or the birds.”
“Poor kitten.”
“And nobody took him in because he was thin and scrawny, and

I didn’t
“You

have
got

in a war then.

a game
the

game

leg.”
leg

war — you told me that!”
CRs

in the

“It that
“No,

all the

story?”

there’s a lot more.

I went

to England in 1938 when I saw
the war coming and joined the
Paratroopers at the start of the —
that was some time after you were
born and your mother died.”
“And you saw me only once and
left me with Grandma.”
eee
“And you never came back the
whole. time.”
The father averted his gaze from
the window
again and_ looked
again at his daughter. “I’m sorry
I missed seeing you so long, little

dickens.”
“What happened to the cat?”
“He came here to live, too, and

he and Grandmother took care of
you.”
“He took care of me?”
“According to your grandmother’s letters, he did, in his own way.
He got quite attached to you. He
used to sit and watch you and purr
for all he was worth. When you
were a little older he let you drag
him around by the tail ’till he’d
howl with pain, and seemed so devoted to you, poor thing, that he
never touched you to hurt you.
That seemed funny to me in your
grandmother’s letters. You don’t

remember it of course.

I used to

comfort myself on the trip over
the channel and during all the terrific time waiting to jump, with the
idea of my little baby pulling the
cat around, and both of you enjoying it.”
During all the time the father
seemed gradually to be relaxing,
cheering as he spoke.
“You know how he got that

name, “Hector

the Inspector?’ ”

“Hub-uh.”
“When he'd lose track of you
he’d look in every nook and cranny
of the house; prowl around looking in every corner for you.
He
seemed so austere and thoroughgoing that they called him “Hector
the Inspector.”
“But one night he fell) in a
neighbor’s well — fell in or was
dropped in. A deep well it was,
too,

dark

at

the

bottom.

How

and what a cat could hold on to
in a well
cat lived.”

is beyond

me,

but the

“How?”
“Huh, Mrs. Dingle lowered the
bucket for some water the next
morning, and brought up a wet
cat. What a cat!
“I thought about that. What a
lot of courage a dumb animal has,
this dumb animal hanging on to
the life that I had left, vaguely
with the hope that I might lose

it.
“Then
one night I dropped
down into a part of France on a
raid and found myself more or
less in the midst of a bunch of
German soldiers.
I was cut off
on one side by a small river with a
bridge crossing it, and the Germans advancing toward the bridge
on the other. I cut the parachute
loose and dropped down behind a
large bush for a moment, but I
knew they’d be on me in short order. ‘The Nazi’s on one side and
the river running, gurgling on the
other.
“I knew from the gurgles it must
be running rapidly; I knew from a
sudden glow of moonlight that
they must have seen the parachute,
even though it was painted black.
I wore heavy boots, but there was
no time to take them

off, so I ran

across the bridge, moonlight and
all. ‘There was a yell behind me
and a lot of shots that sounded too
close. It was funny, but in that
moment, I thought of the cat that
I had rescued once, and adopted,
spending
the
night
swimming
about in the bottom of a well, an
almost
hopeless
proposition,
it
would seem, and yet coming out
alive.
“IT dropped down as if hit, and
crawled around the end of the
bridge, where I found that the
stone pillars supporting it met the
water and there was no bank under the bridge. I shoved out from
the edge, thinking I would be carried under the bridge and downstream but I somehow knocked
against one of the two rather slimy
pillars upholding the bridge, and
was pinned there.
I reached up
and
found
a_ projecting
rock,
which I held.
“IT could hear the footsteps of
the men

now

on

the bridge, some

of

them

and

peering

downstream

into the water
I imagined,

and

others looking in the space ahead.
“T held on.

It was my duty not

to be shot, I thought, but I could

let go. Sometimes I had had those
moods when I wished I had been
caught and shot.
I suppose I
didn’t think all that-then, but I
had thought it many times before.
Then it went through my
mind about the cat, and about
you, the baby, and then about the

cat again,
of the well,
haps, just
struck me
self,

‘If

scratching at the sides
a projecting stone, peras I was doing, and it
funny.
I said to my-

a cat

can

take

to

water,

so can a paratrooper, and if a cat
has nine lives, I’ve got twentynine!’
“So there I held, and my clumsy
fect slipped on the slime footing
I gained for them, and I was afraid
both feet would slip to the same
side of the pillar, which would
make it impossible for me to hold
on any longer. Finally I straddled
the pillar with my legs and held.
I heard more shots, then finally a
steady marching over the bridge.
My clothes were heavy and my
boots dead weights.
‘They must
have taken half or three-quarters
of an hour to cross, and dully I
realized that it meant occupational
reinforcements for a nearby town
which I knew, and that they would
meet trucks and be there quickly.
“Finally I let go and somehow
hit bottom with my feet further
downstream. I met another of our
paratroopers as scheduled, and he
took

the information

on,

and,

in-

cidentally rescued me.
I’ve talked myself out.”
Gee!”
“Your cat died after eating some
of your baby food that was left out
of the ice-box. Well, “(looking at
the child) “that’s who the cat is.
Does that answer your question?”
Come here, Sally Ann McDougal,
and sit on the arm of my chair.”
The invalid seemed to have lost
his previous gloom.
“That was a good story!”
“You'll be my angel, now, won't

you, baby?”
“T will try to daddy.”
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HOLD

YOUR

HORSES

and slowed her pace.
Betty and
Phyllis frantically yelled at me to
In some mirslip off the horse.

What a ride!

aculous manner, I don’t know how,

© By IsapeL Kiopr
Autumn with its crisp, golden
days is an ideal time for horseback
riding, but alas, this sport leaves
another feeling besides exhiliration
in

the

poor

novice.

With

me,

this “other feeling” lasted for a
whole week. But I guess I should
really start at the beginning of my
story.

About a month ago, in the midst
of the ideal Indian summer weather, I gaily set out with my friends,
Phyllis and Betty, for a couple
hours of horseback riding.
I had
never ridden before in my life, but
the girls encouragingly told me that
with their help, “I would have no
trouble.”
Little did they realize
what the near future held in store
for them and for me, especially
me!
When
we arrived at the
stables, an empty sensation made
its way to my stomach; I guess it
was a sort of warning of what was
to come. I had never before paid
much

attention

to horses, but this

day they certainly looked big and
powerful with a kind of dangerous glitter in their eyes as they
looked at me.
But Betty and
Phyllis didn’t seem at all upset, so
I tried to put my fears behind me.
The man in charge of the stables
said that since I was inexperienced
(such an understatement) he would

give me a gentle mare who would
be easy to handle. With much
fear and trembling, I attempted to
mount but somehow I couldn’t
seem to get my foot over her back.
Finally, with shoves from everyone
present, I reached
the © saddle.
Perched on top of that horse I
felt I was miles from Mother
Earth.
As the girls gracefully
mounted

their horses,

my

turning

face

a

I could

deep

feel

scarlet.

What a contrast between their ease
and my awkwardness!
from
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the

stable, the

then

and

the bridle, but that didn’t work, so

in desperation I grabbed on to the

saddle and held tight for dear life.
Bounce,

outlook

plete
week
afterward
muscles
voiced
their

bounce, bounce, jerk, jerk,

jerk, — my interior organs felt as
if they were playing leapfrog. My
face must have turned a deathly
white,
because when
the girls
looked back at me again, they
stopped suddenly and asked if I
were all right.
I couldn’t reply,
my teeth just shook. So to please
me they walked their horses for
awhile; as before my mare imitated
them.
I breathed a deep sigh of
relief. The girls kept up a lively
chatter to raise my spirits, but I
really don’t think it did much good.
After a time both the girls and

my
sore
vehement

complaint.
yeas

there, I began flopping

around on my saddle like a Mexican jumping bean.
I yelled at
Betty and Phyllis to make their
horses walk, hoping mine would
follow suit, but the girls only shouted back that I should post as they
were doing.
I ground my teeth
and wondered what in the world
was “posting.” I tried to keep my
balance by having a firm grip on

WAR

WIDOW

Must I then see

The moon ride high,
And pale stars blossom
In the sky,

While in my heart
I know that I

Must face the night
Alone.
You tell me then
That he was brave;
He died to free

A world made slave,
A

hero

lives

Beyond the grave
Yet still am
Alone.

I

But we have sent
Our men to war;

Each generation
Has before,

And

now the bloody strife

Is o’er - - -

The

guns

are stilled,

the horses tired of such slow prog-

The deathly roar

ress; they again started to trot, but
this time they didn’t stop with just
that, they even went into a canter.
I don’t have much recollection of

Will pierce the
Calm no more
And all around

know,

if

I

tossed

about

doubly

so

make

was
the

this

matters

frightened
first time,

time.
worse,

my

I was

to

bridle

broke — the last speck of my
courage deserted me and I ferventheaven

that

were

the pearly gates of

opening

wide.

There

and

Then

The

mare realized something was wrong

evening

This world of peace

what happened next; but this I do

ly hoped

When the animals began to walk
away

seemed brighter to me, and I began
to think that horseback
riding
wouldn’t be so bad after all. As
long as the other two horses
walked, I was all right, but as soon
as they began to trot, mine figured
that she would do the same. Right

I reached the ground.
As I sat
there dazed in the middle of the
path, my faithful steed trotted back
to the stables. Of that afternoon
I will say no more, but only conclude by stating that for one com-

As

comes

a sound

That will not cease
women weep

Alone.
—Rira

way

McGarry

TRIBUTE

TO

U. D.

GOLD

STAR

HEROES

Return of fall shall find you once again
Resounding to the roar of thousands of cheers —
As in contest youths learn the rules of men

Again the autumn days are bright with gold
And new life surges through these college halls

And down the leaf-strewn paths — just as of old.

rs

Ray wee ee!

That they may teach the young of future years.

iw

These faces, too, are young — their smile and glance
As

carefree,

debonair,

and

full

of wistful

‘They learned of life what class rooms never taught.

Invaluable you are in verity —
A heritage to all posterity!

dreams

—JosEpH

‘Of all the magic years that lie ahead
As yours were, when you gaily walked our ways
So short a time ago.

*
THE

But you have toiled down other roads since then —
Corregidor, Tarawa. and St. Lo,
Bataan, Tunisia, Leyte, Guam, and

It’s forward,

*

*

MARCH

ever forward,

Hiccrns

OF

YOUTH

that youth begins

to roam

And somewhere now you rest, life’s journey o’er, —
Below the surging waves of some far shore;
Cradled, it may be, in your native land;
Or ’neath a white cross on some distant strand.

It’s onward and still onward, till far away from home
And the feeling grows still stronger, and stronger the
desire
Which creeps into the bloodstream and sets the heart
on fire.

Where’er you lie — we shall remember you.

‘T’will never cease its burning, t’will never end its glow

Iwo;

Your young, undying, spirits shall live on.
And though unseen, you'll walk again with us —
We'll meet you in the halls where once you sat;
Along the campus walks where yesterday
You whistled, laughed, and sang so joyously;
There in the chapel where you knelt in prayer;
Or in the stadium where once you played
To cheering throngs with the same grit and zest
As when you fought and poured out life’s red wine
At Anzio, Cassino, and Bastogne,

At Okinawa, Normany, Cologne.
No — we shall not forget. Forever sacred
Shall those places be where once you played
And worked, and studied, laughed, and sang,

For onward through the ages, the march of youth must

go.

No one dares to stop it, no one interferes
For who can tell the fortunes it may bring in future

years.

It may start with just a passion or a yearning to see
What makes a sunrise more attractive in lands across
the sea;

It may be a burning passion to search and try to find
The cause of all sorrows which it has left behind.
Oh, it will always triumph, be it days or be it years

Or be it countless ages, through a trail of blood and

and

prayed.
And though to you we say a long farewell,

tears
For tis not always easy to get what is worthwhile
For the price of what is worthy is far greater than a
smile.

a Ri

Out from the Heaven of Heroes where you dwell
Your spirits shall return — and stay with us.
—SistER

AcGNEs

ImMacuLata,

S.N.D.

de

N.

eo
ae
THE STADIUM
In the shades of evening you now stand — one vast
Reminder of man’s love of friendly strife,
Gigantic witness to a glorious past,
Where youth prepared to play the game of life
On this athletic field of chalk-marked sod.

For crowds they here in sporting fashion fought
To win for school and fame — where others trod.

Bi

ee

PANIS ANGELICUS
Whenever I kneel in church to pray
And sing a song of praise,
Upon the tabernacle doors
I often look and gaze
In admiration at the spot,
Wherein by God’s consent
There dwells in host so small and round,

The Blessed Sacrament.
—Ratepu

W.

Pras
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MILLIONS

TO

CorTreERMAN

FRANK

MiLLIONS

enterprise, his inventive

you
coat
wonthis

genius, or his peculiar

power of squeezing the most out of his laborers that
he deserves all the fruits ot his efforts — and deserves
them while other human beings starve and _ treeze.
Somehow,

posed
then
italist
spilt

as you

stand

there, you

BUNTON

‘TANSEY

see dimly superim-

upon your street, a scene trom out of history:
proud nobility drew back disdaintully into capcomplacency while a starving mob groveled in
wine.

It is easy to admit with Henry Wallace that there
is no evil in “bigness,” but in the way that that “bigness” is handled - - - and the times. Let every man
have his job, decent conditions maintained by a liying wage and the millionaires may have their millions.
What does an ordinary man want with gilt-edged
bonds or confusions of ticker tape? It is good that
most human people find enough security in comfortable homes, adequate meals, and the warmth, not only

ciples

im relation

More and more those people are finding the spiritual values.
‘They have found them in the past because often the truth that they found in religion was
all there was for bread and fire and shelter.
What about the law of man’s personal property
that exists but must recoginze reservations?
St.
Thomas Aquinas said, “Man should not consider his

outward possessions his own but as common to all so
without

difficulty when

MATSON

IsABEL

KLOpPF

others

are

to later economic

sivie alleviation of evils found

conditions.

Pos-

in the capitalistic sys-

tem in 1891 may be accounted tor by its wider application.

But the circle is not as vicious as it has been.
ven in the last few days we have seen elections place
labor’s representatives high and there is great cause for
rejoicing in the very fact that labor and management
have come together in Washington and that the President has seen so clearly the import of this conference.
If solutions to the problems of unfairness in capital
are education and religion, here we have a beginning.
The people are being educated to their rights and responsibilities. Perhaps through continued parleys with
earnest men trying to work out just standards we shall
achieve social justice.
The tears of nations have flowed - - - now let the
prayers of nations be offered up. You know there must
be prayer, for only from One Source has it been given
that the law is of “plentiful redemption” and that
“Charity is the greatest. . .”

—AKB

of fire, but of friendship and of having enough to share
with friends.

as to share them
in need.”

ANNE

Pius XI, After Forty Years, reiterated the same prin-

So you begrudge the man his millions.
So
watch him in his glittering car and his tur-lined
being driven back to his pulared estate, and you
der. So you haven’t leatued yet that because of
man’s

FREDERICA

Brapow

BER
YOU

AMONG

ALL

ELSE

Yes, you, Ellie Smith; and you, Bill Jones: you’re

the ones.
‘There are not too many like you around.
Sure: maybe you’ve got a freckle or two on your nose,
and maybe Pepsodent will never flash your face across
America’s billboards; but boy, there’s something about
both of you that no candid camera will ever catch on
one of its plates — and I don’t mean those socks Aunt
Penelope makes you wear.

employer to grant to his laborers the best of condi-

Ellie and Bill! What a combination. Sounds like
a couple of notes that any clarinet tooter could
send out on the air lanes. Mighty strange, though

tions

how much

In his famous encyclical, The Condition of Labor,
Pope Leo XIII pointed to the definite duty of each
possible

and

the best

of wages

possible.

His

it takes to bring that music out:

I mean

protest was brought at the end of the nineteenth cen-

those wonderful melodies that are all tied up in your

tury

smile;

times.
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The

Quadragesino

Anno

of

Pope

the close harmony

that breaks

loose when

you

let that twinkle fight its way from under your eyelid,
to come out and do its little solo on your shining retina
(and it doesn’t even ask for any applause).
Just a
couple of muscles relaxed and — bang! — you’ve made
a whole group of people happy.
O you of such great potency! You have no right to
withhold these things: they belong to the world. How
dare you hoard what the Great Lover took such pains
with to implant in you. What blood of Shylock has
escaped the Bard’s pages and found its way into your
very life.
Look here, cousins: you in the battle-scarred
saddle-oxfords, and you with that two-bit Corona-Corona decorating your map: seclude yourselves no long-

er in your

Ivory ‘Towers — but come: slake a thirst

which life demands must be appeased. Make the
very stars envy you in their limitations, and make the
moon itch to hop out of its orb. For you can change
night into day by merely flashing those glistening teeth
in a gust of Springtime laughter.
The claim is just! Your smiles and your joy
were made to be shared — and the world will have
them!
—JOsEPH ‘TOWERS

xk
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RUSSIAN’S
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AND

OURS

hear it everywhere, on buses, in bars, on the

street, everywhere you go, “What about Russia
her claims?” Some are bitter, and some are bad,
the majority are inquisitive. They wonder if we
friends or enemies and why there is such a breach
tween one great country and another.

and
but
are
be-

We have been so busy wondering why, that we
forget to try to solve the problems that confront us
in these days of peace conferences. Let us look into
the situation and pick out some of the threats to peace,

for the only way we can help build a just peace

is

through frank and honest discussions of the problems.

Here in this country we must stop the irresponsible rabble rousers

that use the press, radio, and

any

other organism to throw around those catchy phrases
such

plot.”

as,

“It’s

a

Red

threat,”

or

“It’s

a

communist

We don’t like it when some one begins a hate

campaign against us, do we?

Communism here in America must be fought tooth
and nail as far as our own domestic issues are at stake,

but we should carry some tactfulness with us into the
conferences where much friendliness should prevail.
We should have no fear of communism taking foothold here unless we feel that our own form of government

is inferior to

communism.

In

such

a case, as

it is in so many of the countries in Europe where
torms of governments have failed, does communism
take.

‘Therefore, it would

be the demerits

racy and not the merits of communism
cause its popularity.

of democ-

that

would

We must not become entangled in any plots that
have for their purpose the boycott of the Soviets; we
try to put these plots out of existence. We should re-

alize that a nation that was

totally

disregarded

for

twenty-five years after the last war is naturally suspicious of nations that form plot after plot against her.

‘The Russians must be willing to accept allied commissions to be set up in the freed countries until they are

able again to govern for themselves.
Finally, the United Nations as a whole should be
in on the secret of the atomic bomb. We must realize that each nation will discover these secrets and
use them as they please. However, if the United Nations as a whole were entrusted, there could be supervision of each nation’s work on this most dangerous

weapon of the future.

a

It will be greatly regretted if two nations as great as
Russia and America must fall into abnormal relations

as existed for twenty-five years after the last war.

‘The

troubles that existed for these long years were finally
removed by honest and just discussions between men
who were sincere in their motives.

We have such men from both nations that could
bring about a peaceful settlement to the present situation, but all of us must

develop

a more

broad — and

truthful mind on an international basis; we must recog-

nize our own faults and stop believing that we are all
right, all mighty, and all alone. We were fooled once
— we should be smart enough not to be fooled again.
We must be true partners in the Brotherhood of Na-

tions under the leadership of God.

‘That is the peace

that will-be everlasting.

In Russia the government control on the press must

be lightened so that the correspondents from all the
United Nations have free passage and free use of material obtained.

“We can and will achieve such a peace,” if we
want to.
—SAM

DE Harr
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WOMEN’S

We,

the Women -

- - extend

our since congratu-

lations to the officers and advisers of the divisional
groups for their sincere efforts in promoting fellowships and activity among the women students. We
hope that in the future your fine spirit will meet

with a similar attitude and cooperation on the part

a

The war is over but there are still many service
men hospitalized at Patterson Field. Let’s have more
volunteers to help with Red Cross recreational activit-

ities for these men.

Mok

ee

then,

how

about

getting

out

and

trapping yourself a man for the Alpha Rho Tau “Turnabout Tag,” December 1, at Wamplers?
Reviving
the old tradition of the coed “Spring Swing,” the affair will be strictly in reverse with the gals buying

the tickets, calling for their dates
horn in front of
with corsages of
showing the local
be had by all.

(no honking

the

the house, please), presenting them
the vegetable variety, and all in all,
Casanovas just how a good time can
Al Sprauer’s band will furnish the

music and tickets will be sold at $2 per couple and sold
to girls only. Since women are definitely not a scarce
commodity in these parts, you’d better “tag” that man
now. See you at Wamplers!
—REM
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air was filled with acrid
harsh, explosive
sounds

smoke of fiery rounds,
of battle.
1 looked

upon the grisly scene (as best I could) from the limits
ot an earthen fort and wondered,

“Will there be some peace today?”
And

then your letter came...

.

It told me of your love for me, and how you missed

Hey gals - - - what has Sadie Hawkins got that you

Well

E.

It is such a little service to give

to those who have given so much.

haven’t?

NOTE
The
and

ae

. Rira

So you are tired of writing letters and you've decided that maybe what you need is a man that’s flesh
and blood instead of a few penned words and an
airmail envelope. You're the girl he left behind - you remember that - - - but does he? Read your answer in this - - —Kditor.

of those students who are still standing on the sidelines looking on instead of giving their full support
to these activities.
x

EDITOR

the pleasures we had shared. .
. You'd kissed the
paper where your dear name was set and left a crimson
mark so I would not forget... .
The nights we spent in fighting were horrible and
grim, nights were filled with prayers. . . all raised to

Him

who

knows

but

victory and

honor, patience,

courage, and the rest . . . He gave us strength to meet
the scourge of evil, twisted minds. . .
And then your letter came .. .

The letter said you’re well and praying for someone
who is far away, in being, not in heart . . . and when it

is done

how

you

will be waiting,

waving

greetings

from your door . . . . the many things we’ve planned
will all come true . . . . and there won’t be letters
anymore. ...
—Norris

HELLWIG

OUR

dorsed by the executive Committee

BOYS

of the Nursing

Council on National Defense.
There will always be hatred in the world, and
yet for all that hate there will be those who love to
counteract it. For those who live to tear this world

apart there will be many more like Our Boys to put
it together again.

It is hard to comprehend why we have wars.

It

is cruel that those near and dear to us must be taken,

the sons, brothers, husbands and sweethearts of every
American family. And why do they go? To fight a
war against aggression and the powers of darkness, so

that those who come after them will never have to
endure what they suffered.
Yes, they came from
every part of the United States, to fight in God’s

name for what they believe

in.

From the

great in-

dustrial cities they came, leaving their jobs and their

homes. From Dixie they came leaving behind them
their beloved South with its cotton fields and Old
Man River. They came from the West, looking back
at their ranches, their cattle and the wide open spaces.

They

came

from

the

coast,

from

New

England,

from Texas and from the Blue Grass region of Kentucky, all for one purpose. Now that purpose has

been accomplished. And who accomplished it? Our
Boys. Many died in the attempt, their bodies lying
buried among the heroes of Iwo Jimo or Okinawa,
and they have all the credit due them that we can
give. Some have lived to tell the tale while others are

dead — but living or dead, Our Boys will never be
forgotten. Disregarding their personal safety they preserved our freedom. ‘Thank God for Our Boys.

—JoELLA

ScHMIDT

Bee
RED CROSS
VOLUNTEER NURSE’S AIDE

CORPS

A growing army, navy, air corps, industrial migra-

tions, and increased industrial production accentuated
nurses,

and

and accepts no remuneration of any kind for her service. The volunteer chosen for this training must
meet personal, physical, and educational requirements
and must agree to accept regulations concerning ser-

vice in the Volunteer Nurse’s Aide Corps.
The training of an aide consists of eighty hours,
given by a qualified registered nurse authorized by the

Area Office; and the hospital used as a training center is approved by the American College of Surgeons.
Duties of an aide are varied such as — caring
for the patient and surroundings, keeping equipment
and supplies clean and in order; acting as interpreter
in foreign languages, when comptent; assisting in registering and examinations; and assisting with nursing

and clerical duties as are approved by the organization
for which she is working. ‘The rule to be adhered to
is “Do not give medicine.” The nurse is trained for
three years; and aide for eighty hours, therefore, she

cannot be responsible for the medicine

given

to a

patient.
The regulation uniform of an aide is a blue jumper-apron worn over a white blouse. The combined
emblem of the American National Red Cross and

the U. S. Office of Civilian Defense is worn on the
left sleeve. The cap is also blue and white with the
combined emblem. A specially designed pin for the
Volunteer Nurse’s Aide Corps is worn on the front
of the uniform. Service stripes are given for the first

The American National Red Cross, conscious of
the growing shortage of nurses, and the gravity of the
international situation, early in 1940 established a
course for training Volunteer Nurse’s Aides. In this
manner it hoped to train volunteers to serve as assistants to graduate nurses in hospitals, clinics and health
agencies, or with emergency medical field units.

the shortage of graduate

The Volunteer Nurse’s Aide is exactly what her
name implies — a woman who assists a graduate nurse

the

Volunteer

Nurse’s Aide Corps helps to relieve this situation. This
Corps, sponsored by the American National Red Cross
and the U. S. Office of Civilian Defense, has been en-

one hundred and fifty hours, a second stripe for five
hundred and a stripe for each additional five hundred
hours service in hospitals, clinics, or wherever the aide
serves her tour of duty.

An aide realizes her reward in the knowledge that
she is helping to alleviate human suffering. In no
other volunteer service is the responsibility so great
or the discipline so strict. She is charged with helping to care for the sick and dying, the injured, and victims of war and disaster. An irresponsible or undisciplined act might endanger human lives. That is

why the Volunteer Nurse’s Aide will live up to the
high standards which have been set and will abide by
the Volunteer Service Pledge.
—IrenE

L.

Brown
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We wish to pay tribute to the men of Dayton
have paid the supreme sacrifice that we might

live in a world of civilized people.

We mourn their

passing and our hearts go out to the bereaved relatives and friends. Down through the years we hope

that the future Dayton men and women will ever hold
their memory in sacred trust as we do now. Let us
all pray to the Father in heaven that He will give unto
them the blessed light that shines from His throne,
and that some day we will all be with them in eternal
bliss.

LT.

CHARLES

J. LITKOWSKI,

died

of wounds,

Philippines,

’40, Dayton,

January

18,

1942.

STAFF SGT. EDWARD L. HAKES, ’43, Dayton, killed in plane crash, Hawaii, April 5, 1942.
LT. FRANK ZAVAKOS, 741, Dayton, killed in
action over English Channel, June 2, 1942.
CAPT. JOHN E. BOHLENDER, 739, Dayton,
killed in action, North Africa, February 14, 1943.

ENSIGN

HARRY

Loramie,

Ohio,

‘RATERMAN,

killed in air crash

’42,

Fort

near Alameda,

California, February 24, 1943.
ENSIGN BRUCE JAMES, 736, Dayton, killed
in air crash near New

Orleans,

March

9, 1943.

PVT. LOUIS’ TIMMER, JR., 746, Dayton,
died of complications at Lowry Field, Colorado,
March

28,

1943.

~ CPL. THURMAN L. WEBB, ’43, Cookeville,
‘Tennessee, died of sun stroke, Camp Davis, North
Carolina,

June

5, 1943.

LT. HOWARD

DICKSON,

_ in action, Europe,

LT. JOSEPH

August

’35, Dayton, killed

1, 1943.

FEJES, ’44, ‘Toledo, Ohio, killed

in plane accident at Watertown,

South

Dakota,

September 28, 1943.
_ ENSIGN VIRGIL DAVID ROLAND, ’41, Dayton, killed in air crash near Alameda, California,
October 10, 1943.

_ LT. DANIEL C. HAMMANG,
739, Detroit,
Michigan, killed in action, South Pacific, November

11,

1943.

A. C. LOUIS E. PRISKE, ’43, Dayton, killed in
an_air crash near Norman, Oklahoma, November
oh] es Laas:
CPL. LEO

A. FONTANO,

’43, Columbus, Ohio,

killed in action in Mediterranean Area, date not
known.
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LT. FRANK

STARS

ER OK

J. BAKER,

KE

42, Cleveland, Ohio,

killed in bomber crash near
California, January 2, 1944.

LT’. (j.g.) CHARLES
Dayton,

died

February

20, 1944.

LT.
killed

LT.

in

McClellan

H. DEGER,

of pneumonia.

EDWARD

ee

action,

South

Prep School,

Southwest

HEMPLEMAN,

FRANCIS

Field,

Pacific,

Pacific,

739,

early

X. SIMMONS,

Dayton,

in

1944.

739, Brooklyn,

New York, killed in accident in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, while on maneuvers, early in 1944.

LT. BERNARD

F. HOLLENKAMP,

’39, Day-

ton, killed in action during an air raid over Ger-

many, December 20, 1943.
LT. STEPHEN A. THOMAS,

’44, Middleton,

Wisconsin,

Italy, April

killed

in

action

in

28,

1944.
LT. WALTER A. REICHERT, 743, Osgood,
Ohio, drowned in Italy, May 9, 1944.
FLIGHT OFFICER EDWARD N. SADLER,
46, Cleveland, Ohio, killed in an air crash in ac-

tion over France during his 28th mission, June 19,

1944.

|

LT. GENE

N. MEYER,

’44, Dayton, killed in

plane crash, Syracuse, New York, July 8, 1944.

CAPT. CHARLES R. WAGNER, 738, Cleveland, killed in action in Europe, July 19, 1944.
LT. FRANK B. COHAN, ex 738, Dayton, killed
in action in Europe, July 6, 1944.
LT. RICHARD F. WILHELM, ’39, Dayton,
killed in action in France, July 12, 1944.
CPL. ROGER THOMAS, ’46, Xenia, Ohio,
killed in action in France, August 9, 1944.

CAPT.
RAY DRURY,
742, Willard, Ohio,
killed in action in Italy, September 14, 1944.
LT.

EUGENE

drowned

PFC.

KERSTING,

in New

CHARLES

in action

G. LEAP,

on Peleliu

LT. MATHIAS
in action

741,

Guinea, October
Island,

744, Dayton,
September

J. CLASER,

in France,

Dayton,

9, 1944.

December

killed

19, 1944.

’43, Dayton, killed
12,

1944.

PFC. HARRY
W. THEIS, 746, Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, killed in action in France, November

20,

1944.

LT. MARVIN
diana,

19:

killed

J. DEWITT,
in

action

in

43, Evansville, In-

France,

December

17,

NORMAN
CHAPIN, Air Machinist’s Mate,
second class, U. S. Navy, ’41, Dayton, reported

CAPT.

missing in action in December, 1943, and_pronounced officially dead in December, 1944.

1945.

PFC. THOMAS

McMAHON,

Ohio, died January

3, 1944 as a result of wounds

received when a weapon
erturned.

T/SGT.

JAMES

ROBERT

739, Dayton, killed

January 6, 1944.

DILLS,

fighting on Luzon,

CAPT.

carried skidded and ovy-

MARTIN,

in action in France,

PFC.

743, Columbus,

736, Dayton, killed in

January 9, 1944.

WILLIAM

Springfield, Ohio,
January 9, 1945.

E.

MCDONALD,

killed in action

41,

in Germany,

CAPT.
killed
PVT.
action
JOHN

KARL SHEARER, ’43, Vandalia, Ohio,
in England, January 13, 1945.
HOWARD CARR, ’45, Dayton, killed in
in France, January 14, 1945.
ROBERT MCKEE, U. S. Navy, Ship’s

cook,

third

class,

’22, Columbus,

Ohio,

a cerebral hemorrhage somewhere
December

LT.

17,

of

1944.

GEORGE

F.

killed in action

LT. JOHN

died

in the Pacific,

MONNIER,

in France,

E. STANG,

’44,

February

’43,

Dayton,
1, 1945.

Sandusky,

Ohio,

THOMAS

HUMMERT,

738,

Breese,

Illinois, killed in a plane crash near Cuba, May 5,

LT. GORDON ANKNEY, Dayton, killed in an
airplane crash in North Africa, May 25, 1944.
CORP. JAMES

BAUMAN,

’36,

Piqua,

Ohio,

killed in action in Germany, April 6, 1944.
LT. WILLIAM

LIMING,

’43, Dayton, killed in

an airplane crash over England, May

20, 1945.

LT. ROBERT HUSSEY, ’43, Dayton, officially
declared dead after being missing in action for over
a year. He was shot down over Italy January

21,1944.
PFC. DOMINIC SPINELLI, 44, Hamilton,
Ohio, reported killed in action April 1944, after
being reported missing in action.

F/O ROBERT O. BROWN, ’42, Dayton, met
death in mid-air explosion in a C-46 on a training
flight

in California,

SGT.

ROBERT

died on

the

Pacific,

June

June,

C.

1945.

BRATTEN,

hospital ship

U.S.S.

11,

a result

1945,

as

ceived from a gasoline explosion.
Saipan.

LT.

’46, Dayton,

RICHARD

Relief
of

in the

burns

re-

He is buried on

STRUGAREK,

743,

Toledo,

killed in action in Germany,

February 6, 1945.

Ohio, killed in action on Okinawa, June 20, 1945.

PVT.

Dayton,

received

LT. HARRY BERGMAN, ’44, Cincinnati, killed
in action in France, January 3, 1945.

PFC. THOMAS J. DANFORD, ’47, Piqua, Ohio,
killed in action in Italy, February 21, 1945.
LT. OLIVER L. KUHL, 734, Dayton, died as

declared dead on August 19, 1945. He had been
missing in action one year. He was stationed in
England.

PAUL

tember

ANGERER,

30, 1944,

in England

died Sep-

of wounds

while in action in France.

a result of an automobile accident in Oakland,

California, February 25, 1945.
LT. DONALD WALTER, ’44, Dayton, killed
in the crash of a B-26 bomber near Dodge City,
Kansas air base, April 2, 1945.

PFC.

HOWARD

Ohio,

killed

in action

ats.
MAJOR GEORGE
in army

MANGAN,
in

France,

740,

Franklin,

November

12,

E. SKERIES, Dayton, killed

plane crash in French Morocco,

Febru-

aty 23; 1945:
LT. ARTHUR CARLEY, ’41, Dayton, killed
on Iwo Jima, March 8, 1945.
~ CAPT. JOSEPH GUNDER, 42, Marion, Ohio,
killed in action on

Luzon,

January

22,

1945.

LT. EDWARD
BRENNAN, ’37, Cleveland,
Ohio, killed in action over Italy, July 12, 1944.

LT. RICHARD J. VAN HAUSEN, ’44, Dayton,

PFC.

ISABEL

Women’s

S.

Army

MOORE,

Corps.

’40,

Dayton.

She died in Percy Jones

Hospital, Battle Creek, Michigan, September 13,
and is the first coed among our gold stars.

LT.

TIMOTHY

Pennsylvania,
December

LT.

(j.g)

Clayton,

15,

WHOLEY,

736, Philadelphia,

died on a prison ship near Japan,
1944.

WILSON
Indiana,

FINLEY

killed

DENNIS,

somewhere

in the

’44,
Pa-

cific, date unknown.

CAPT.
killed

WEBSTER
while being

SMYERS,
transported

738,
from

Dayton,
the Philip-

pines in a Jap convoy, October 24, 1944.
PFC. JAMES R. BARLOW, ’45, Dayton, died
in Percy Jones Hospital, Battle Creek, Michigan,
July 7, 1945.
Page
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ac-

people who know how to “grow
turnips.”
‘There is no reason to
increase this number.
I think
that the young person who is able
to get through and take a degree
without a serious turn for scholarship, is by that very fact preparing for something useful, though it

true that in

start with the help of interested
relatives or independent friends.

Something for you to read and think about
@ By FRAnkK TANSEY
Some time ago, somewhere, I
read an article by some man prominent in educational circles. One
statement struck me rather forcibly.
I am quoting from memory when
I put it this way, “Hunger for social prestige rather than any true
desire for learning brings to modern colleges a vast mass of young
people, better equipped to grow
turnips
than
to
comprehend
scholarship.” ‘This is surely a hard
saying and one that hits many of
us college students, as it were,
straight
between
the eyes. Of
course, we know quite well that
many authorities, both great and
small, have said substantially the
same thing.
‘Thus it follows logically and undeniably that there is
a great deal of truth in the statement,

tention
quiring

However,

possibly true that behind all is a
sort of yearning for social culture
and polish and for three or four
blissful years when
personal responsibility is dropped and somebody else pays the bills. One wag
laconically expressed the condition
as, “A four-year loaf made with
father’s dough.” It is equally true
that many of the students in all
colleges and universities are not
serious, and many have not the remotest idea of what they will do
when. this pleasant and carefree

period has passed,
But it is not hard to pick out
the real students. As a rule, they
stay out of all athletics and sports,

campus activities and social life or
of all those things which can’ be
classified as extra-curricular activyities.

‘To see

easily

concludes

these

that

students,

theirs

one

is

a

life made up of lectures and labor-

atory periods with long hours of
study wedged in between.
And
the moving factor? Naturally, a
sincere and consistent wish and in-
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it remains

may be

all institutions of higher learning
and among all student groups,

With

there is a mixture of serious and

rate, while

many

Dec.

students

success is now,

as

in all times past, won by the gogetter, by the one who knows how
to get results, whose efforts are
consistent and persistent and whose
work is carefully planned.
He
may not be a scholar in every sense

11, Tuesday
Dayton

of

ignore

the great

self-discipline.

‘They

5, Saturday - Miami

Jan.
Jan.

Feb.

the

others remain
mediocrity,

behind

Surely

the

world

heights

‘They

a

while

in_ hopeless
has

plenty

at

Ox-

ford
8, Tuesday - Cincinnati at
Cincinnati
15, Tuesday - Cincinnati at
Dayton
18, Friday - Bowling Green at
Bowling Green
22, ‘Tuesday - Wittenberg at
Dayton
4, Monday - Xavier at Dayton

definite program of schedule and
they adhere to it. If ambition
is backed by competence, they

surely rise to

at

Jan.

Jan.

principle

have

(open)

Springfield
18, Tuesday - Ohio University
at Dayton

Jan.

how to apply and use some of the
things that he has learned in college. The mere contact with so
many young people of his own age,
of varying degrees of intellect and
ambition, doubtless helps in the
shaping of his career even if this
is only an incidental result of education. ‘The same conditions of
success are found everywhere — it
is characteristic of the men and
women who have succeeded that
they are immensely interested in
their work. ‘There is usually “one
do not

-

Dec.

of the word, but at least he knows

best way” and they find it.

ex

Dec. 15, Saturday - Wittenberg at

new way.
mind,

the

1845-1846 Basketball Schedule

seem to be wasting their time, as
a matter of fact, they may be improving their opportunities in a
my

a foundation,

FF

neither one nor the other. Possibly someone else knows _ better
and I would gladly hear from him.
any

such

getting a

y

opinion is certainly that they are

At

only a way of

pected results in the terms of legitimate success will necessarily follow.

frivolous students. Does that mean
that the general run of youths now
attending college are a better or
worse lot than their predecessors?
That would be doubtful, if not
dangerous, to say.
My _ personal

To

To speak frankly, though various impulses and motives lead us
to take up a college career, it is

of understanding and
genuine scholarship.

of

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

8, Friday - Marshall at Huntington
9, Saturday - Ohio University at Athens
16, Saturday - Xavier at Cincinnati
20,

Wednesday

Dayton
Feb. 26, Tuesday
Dayton
Players

trying

-

out

Miami

at

Marshall

at

for

the

team

are: Paul Abbot, Fairview, Dayton;
Bob Tobin, St. Mary’s, Marion, Ohio;
Joe Bath, Central, Xenia, Ohio; Jim
Birtle, Yellow Springs, Ohio; George
Sullivan,

Ohio;
Dayton;

St.

Eddie
Bill

Benedict’s,

Cambridge,

Marrinan,

Chaminade,

Ginn,

Stivers,

Dayton;

Jerry Federspile, Chaminade, Dayton;
Dick Bressaui, Guatemala; Ken Boxwell, Central, Xenia; Bob Backraft,
Chaminade,

Dayton;

Ivan

Madison,
Trotwood,
Ohio;
Lewis,
Roosevelt,
Dayton;
Mumpower,

Wilbur

Wright,

Thomas,

Floyd
Glenn
Dayton.

Student Essays.» MY

FIRST AMBITION

There

are many

stitution Hall because of her racial

strange

people

in the world, but I have been

that

Iam

That

one

opinion

of

might

the

be

told

strangest.

caused

by the fact that one of my first
very strong ambitions was to be in
the middle of a football huddle. I
know

that sounds

foolish, but it is

the only way I can express my true
feeling. ‘The minute [| tell anyone
about that first ambition, he immediately jumps to the conclusion
that I am just another of those
boy-struck females, which of course,
is not the case.
I wonder how many girls there
are who

have

not, at one

time or

other wished they were boys. Ever
since I was old enough to understand football I always wanted to
be part of it, to be right on the
gridiron, crouching on the ground

right in the midst of the team.

I

could picture myself tackling an
opponent or streaking down the
field for a goal. Of course, I never
seemed to be able to look at the
disadvantages of playing football.
Getting a broken arm or leg or a
kick in the side or a knock on the
head never occurred to me. That
is why I was happy at the mention
of football because there never

seemed

to be a dark side to the

game. But as a person grows older
she realizes God made her what she
is and that as a boy she would not

be satisfied either.

So I have aban-

doned the idea of wanting to be a
boy, but I think that as long as
I live and am able to go to a football game I shall always want to
be one in the middle of the huddle.
—JOELLA ScHMIDT
nok
COULD THIS
HAPPEN AGAIN?
In

1938

Marion

from

Anderson,

the

addressed

the

use of

Con-

President

Truman,

and

Senators Wagner and Meade of
New York regarding the matter.
Both senators replied immediately. The senior Senator of New
York

THE

CONVOY

‘This year, 1945, at the

conclusion of a world conflict to
eliminate intolerance, a repetition
of this un-American reaction, has
occured.
Hazel Scott had been refused by
the D.A.R. the use of Constitution
Hall for a public concert. Her husband, Rep. Adam Clayton Powell,

said, “The attempt to extend

race prejudice into the field of art
and music is to my mind the most
striking demonstration of the utter
unworthiness of race prejudice in
any form.
“This discrimination
does vio-

lence to the memory of the patriots
who risked their all to establish our
Constitution and to the example of
all those who fought in this war.”
Equally forceful were the assertions of Senator

Meade,

who

said,

“It was regrettable that it should

have happened in the capital of a
nation which has just successfully
concluded a long and costly war to
stamp out a regime which was fostering just such intolerance in Europe.”

Could this happen again?

Yes,

it has happened!
After the first
undemocratic refusal the average
American
unhesitatingly
would
have answered, “No.” But coming
out of the blood, tears and anguish
of a war just ended, we are confronted with the same problem of
intolerance. Have
the: sacrifices
made by American boys abroad
been in vain? Is this nation to live
upon the basis of a constitutional
lie? Or will the principles and precepts

famous Negro singer, was barred by
The Daughters of the American
Revolution

connection.

of the late

President

Roose-

Somewhere along the eastern
seaboard at an undisclosed port, a
lone ship stands moored to a dock.
‘The last of the war supplies has
been

loaded,

and

the

order

“watch duty,” for others, sleep.
‘The morning finds scores of
ships sailing through the Chesa-

peake Bay. Porpoises dash across
the bow, while sea gulls announce

the arrival.
For three days these giant cargo
ships, destroyers, and destroyer escorts,

sail

into

the

harbor,

circle

suspiciously, and drop anchor.
ready the armada numbers
columns,

seven

ships

deep.

the ship the ineffable beauty of the
azure sky becames apparent. Where

it seems

to bend

over

huge black shadows

curls of smoke

the earth

and

undying

are evidence that

more ships are approaching. Small
pilot boats are busily gathering the
captains from the various ships,

taking them ashore where
ences

are held.

made

known,

Here

the

confer-

signals are

nature

of

trine that all men are created equal.

ships is an accomplished fact.

incident

still

happen

again?

—Grace

Parrorr

the

voyage determined, and sealed orders given. Other smaller craft are
cautiously and skillfully loading
ammunition at their respective _ stations.
The secrets of other days begin

now

this

Alten

Looking down from the bridge of

velt be the guide-light of a true
democracy founded upon the docCan

to

“cast off” is awaited.
It comes.
The gangplank is lowered, and
mooring lines unfastened, while tug
boats pull the huge ship from its
resting place into open water. A
relentless drizzle drowns the reverberating screeches of chain.
It’s a tense moment as the ship
steals out into the vast black of
night.
A feeling of uncertainty
looms over the minds of the men.
The departure for some means

to unfold

rendezvous

of

themselves.

‘The

one-hundred-eigh-

At the dawn serenity - - - anchors

aweigh.

The

rhythmic
Page
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ing of engines churns the sea into
a sheet of foam and booms are
made ready for ocean voyage. By
midday ships have moved into position,

decks

cleared,

guns

cleaned

and ready for action. At eventide,
blackout, celestial tranquility.
Days

pass,

weeks;

on

the

con-

voy sails through lashing winds and
turbulent seas.

On and on, but not

always successfully through
the
lurking dangers of the deep. Submarine wolf packs seek out their
prey, with their long eye, the periscope, searching silently. Suddenly the periscope stops, a white
streak shoots through the water;
still another,

the

tell-tale

wake

of

the torpedo.
Simultaneous explosions rip steel from bow to stern.
The helpless ship reels to one side.
Water gushes in tumultous waves,
while clanging bells spell commands. Men frantically secure lifejackets and await the order to
abandon ship.
Destroyers untiringly hunt down
the sea-devil. Circling, dropping
depth charges and circling again,
until oil surfaces - - - evidence of
the kill.
Still the convoy moves on, never
slowing never stopping.
Gradually the ships separate, branching off
to foreign ports along the coast, to

Casa Blanca,

Oran,

or maybe Al-

giers.
‘They have reached their
destination.
Others venture still farther, perhaps through the Mediterranean to

the Suez and on into the Red Sea.

tance, but I missed the second shot

AIR LUXURY

and lost my equilibrium. From
that moment everything semed to
go wrong! I was becoming an expert at hitting the ball back and
forth between sand traps. The
creek was a mental hazard, and I
never, could miss it. The ball
wouldn’t go in the right direction,
and I came to the conclusion that

This war has made the world
very air minded. With all the fanfare given the high speed planes
and recently improved, but not
new,
jet-propelled
planes,
the

the wind was against me, and that
the rough was where the fairway
should be.
At the end of the summer it was
still hard for me to visualize anyone
shooting a “birdie” or an “eagle.”
My score to date sounds more like
a good bowling score than a golf
score.
—Mary WEIMERSKIRK
x
THE

*

ARMY

Whether in Karachi, India or
Sacramento, California army life
has never necessitated any great adjustment on my part once I became

familiar with its workings.
Each
base is only slightly differentiated
from the previous one. For security reasons the key buildings always
vary in location but one can rest assured that the designers have fiendishly placed those buildings most
used the greatest distance apart.
The pattern of one’s life remains
the same except for the few days in
transit to a new

station, which

similar

previous

The

to

trip

the

from

are

transfer.

one’s quarters

to

lighter-than-air

there is a definite

offer

safety,

operation,

metals,

controls,

structions to keep my eye on the

with

Luck was with me and I was

to roll
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the ball a short

dis-

a great

satisfaction.

—Dwicut

H.

Porrer

etc.,

better

shape but there will be many inter-

ball.

able

of

compares

methods of construction of the dirigible can be expected.
‘The exterior appearance may not be different from
the familiar cigar

far ahead but will at least face it

not be able to plan

economy

which

motors or refuel. They also have
sufficient range to fly around storm
areas or just wait for it to pass.
With many of the improvements
brought about by this war in

as much

I might

the

Air crafts have the ability to halt
in midair and effect repairs on

Hindenburg.

where

in

capacity.

vince me that a return to civilian

day I found myself,

invariably

been

very well with airplanes over long
distances, reliability and large load

life will be like a great adventure

Then one

are

place

comfort,

speed

with a golf club in hand, on a golf
course, receiving last minute in-

which

have

coming air age for the air crafts.
Nothing much has reached the
public’s notice about the very important part played by the blimps
during the war just ended.
It is
true that flying a blimp may lack
the thrill and excitement which
goes with flying a pursuit ship,
but with the war over and reconversion to peace time travel, the
important
item
becomes,
not
speed, but payload, comfort, etc.
The lighter-than-air crafts have to

the mess hall and then to the flight
line become a daily ritual from
which any departure, such as an
extended flight away from
the
home base is only a slight upset.
Climatic conditions after a few
from the deserts of Arizona to the
icy wastes of the North, do not
effect one greatly. Light or heavy
clothing to fit the situation is always carried through the benefit
of previous experience.
All this writing seems to con-

crafts

in the background. Authorities on
lighter-than-air flying contend that

This is the convoy, the life-line
of the world.-Joun W. ScHOOLEY
Mo
oe
MY EXPERIENCE
WITH GOLF
I received preliminary; instructions on how one should play golf
from several people, each with his
own idea on the subject, and, from
a book edited in 1929. The explanations were vague to me as I
was using an umbrella in lieu of a
golf club, and an imaginery golf
ball.

transfers,

LINERS

nal and structural improvements.
Techical
developments
will
increase safety, economy and efficiency of operation.
You may say, “Recall all the
disasters
which
befell
the air
crafts.” — But it can be proven that
all the
accidents
occurred _ because of a definite reason; crew un-

familiar with air stresses, inexperience, faulty instruments, etc. And
with the United States’ monopoly
on helium, there need not be any
fear of a ship burning up like the

Helium

has almost

lifting power as hydrogen

and is an inert gas.

With

capable

handling, and intelligent operation,
the lighter-than-air crafts will find a

definite place in the post war com-

mercial

aviation.—JosepH

Mort

INPUS

NUT-RS-

Chapter no. 2 comin’ up in the

initely steppin’ high. Dick Barr and

lives and personal affairs of those

Pat Justice intrigued tables of onlookers with that suthun-fried style

we love on campus, as I fiendishily
sit here and beat my trusty old
typewriter.
(More
“old” — than
“trusty.) So much has happened
since the last issue and I’ve learned so very much about my friends
(laugh if you wish), that introductions seem needless.
Enough of
the drivel and on to the dirt.
But first a “ho-hum” item. Some
of our fair damsels on the campus
have been beating their brains trying to figure out who’s writing this
article and they seem to be pinning it on the first unfortunate
victims that happen
along. So
far the suspected “les innocentes”
have been
Patty Justice, Ann
Matson, and Margie Crutcher but
guess again gals. And by the way,
“kitties,” have you ever stopped to
remember that there are others on
this campus besides the women
students???
Have you noticed our “Souse
Amer-rican” boys with their scarves,
mittens,

mufflers,

and

what

have

you? You’ve got the right idea
about our weather already, fellows.
Say Raphael, how come I heard
some one call you “El Lobito?”
After looking it up in a Spanish
dictionary, I found that it said
“little

wolf.’

Well,

how

about

that?
Glad to see so many at the Welcome Dance. The belles and beaus
of U.D. really stepped the light
fantastic. At least, fantastic. (Oh
Carlos! What a mean rhumba you
present!) Pauline and George, congratulations! You well represented
the freshmen
class. Congratulations, too, to Peggy and Jerry, the
runners-up. My, what purty cor—
saaa-gez there were on the gor-geous gowns.
Pretty
sniffs were
sniffed from the array of gardenias,
roses,

orchids, daisies, etc. Jerry E.

and Mary Ellen H. made a charmin’ couple, as did Sue and Bill G.
The

campus

fellows

were

but

def-

of dancin’,

as

did

Geo.

Mitchell

and
Miss
Whalen
with
their
smooth-as-oil gliding around the
Miami's ballroom. Did you notice
the radiant glow around the region
of P. McDonough with her ‘lke?’
Regular little arsonist, I do believe.
The old love-light gleams brightly in the eyes of M. Ashworth and
G. Sullivan, as they’re seen strolling leisurely around the campus.
_A. Matson and Skip Higgins are
running a close second. Seems like
the new pitty-pat of Jerry De Pnso these days is Dot E. While
Rabbit Abbot is busy wolfing, I
wonder if he’s noticed Eloise and
Frank??? Heh-heh.
Oh yes, I almost forgot the newest “Steadysome” in the form of Maggie
Hickey and Don Hochwalt. Hum!!
Thinking back over last year’s
great romances, I wonder what became of Mary Ellen and Dee, Margie and Eddie, Gracie and Jerry,
and Winnie and her one and only
Merchant Seaman. Glad to see that

someone’s still holding up the fort,
and I do mean Kurtz and Kenny.
Alpha Rho ‘Tau would probably
appreciate my putting in a plug for
the

dance

Dec.

Ist,

a

backward

dance for the boys who are and the
gals who aren’t so. Sounds like fun
to me.
Speaking of school activities, I wonder why some people
aren’t showing up at the “Hang-

ar.” Could it be that those certain
someones are afraid to go
a man? If that’s the case,
they could take over one of
fellows that were hanging
Houser

last time.

without
maybe
the five
around

Hey, Tony

M.,

that was a pretty cute ‘lil gal you
were convoying.
Speaking of pretty gals, what-

cha’ think about Rughie Meyers?
Oh, those eyes, and that peaches
and cream complexion. YMMMM-

MMMMMMMM!

Did you gals know that Putty-T'at Kelly’s roommate is engaged? Well, that’s life.
Oh Joanie R., I observe that you
have ben up to your old _ tricks
again. Naughty, naughty! Remem-

ber that people who play with fire
always get burned. - -- I saw Nancy F. without her usual braided
hair.

What

did she do, look in a

mirror?
Glad to see that there
have been some changes made.
From the Arcade of late has been
heard the clink, clink of our babies

pitching pennies. Why, if you're
going to engage in that vocation,
don’t you make it something worthwhile? Like dimes, maybe?
Some of our students have gone
in for photography. And speaking
of the glossy prints, those that Pat
J., Winnie

C., and Margie C., had

the other day should have been
censored. Hubba hubba! Did you
see the pictures taken of G. Nobis,
Vesta
C., Stan,
and
Camillio?
What I'd like to know is, where did

they get the film? Don’t they know
it’s post-war?
The cafe never loses its interest
so far as couples are concerned.
Did you notice B. Guerra and J.
Fulwiler
exchanging
—cow-eyes?
Very interesting. Mary Ann Shaw,
Mary

Wolfley, Camillio, and a few

others have also been seen doing
their homework amid the atmosphere of the fair tiled walls. Bro.
Paul’ll catch up with you someday,
chillun.
Several

from

letter sweaters

U.D.

have

been

and

not

floating

around the halls here of late. Better take them off, chums, ’cause

it’s against the campus tules.
And while the mood is a little
serious, something should be said
about the school spirit, or rather
lack of it. As Father Collins said
in a past assembly, U.D. does not
(Continued on Page 24)
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PALTRY

making

@ By Raymonp

people

Day is closing and the western sun,
Drops from human sight
As from out a mystic somewhere
Steals the darkness of the night.

A. WHITE

With my elbows on my knees
and my chin resting in my hands,
I continued to watch the procession of life. It was one long continuous stream of people. Hovering above this massive pilgrimage
was a dark gaunt figure with a
gleaming sickle which he thrust into the group at various intervals.
With each sweeping blow, some familiar face disappeared, never again

to be seen here below.
My interest increased as I continued my vigil at the cross roads
of life. Suddenly I began to think

of the souls of all these people and

in my imagination I saw those
souls trudging along. I shudder
still when I recall the horrible pictures of greed, selfishness and discrimination.
‘There were
dark
shadows flickering across the way,
pierced only occasionally by a tiny
ray of light. These lights were as
the welcomed, yet dust-revealing
beams of light that came into an
old dungeon.
Suddenly
a_ brilliant radiance
came into view. It was accompanied by the soft melodious warbling of birds and the freshness of a
fragrant spring morning.
It was
similar to a May Day parade with
its singing and laughter. For an instant I was unable to comprehend

it, but as spontaneously as it drove
away the darkness,

ness of its meaning.
ing haven of hope
was friendship.
twenty-two

NIGHT

happy

I took time out the other day to
sit down upon the curbstone along
the way of life, and let my thoughts
wander over the various perplexing
situations of humanity.
As I sat
there, I saw many machines and inventions of man which were made
for the purpose of making life
easier. However, so often they
made it more difficult.

Page

COINS

I saw the full-

This beckonand_

happiness

Joyfully I ran towards its open
arms seeking deliverance from the
shroud of darkness. As I was almost within its bounds I heard this

cry, “Stop!”
Then
the
voice
spoke
these
words, “If you would have me, you
must give me.”

I hesitated because I did not understand. How could I have something and yet give it? Then the
meaning came. If I would have
friends and enjoy the pleasures of
friendship, I must be friendly.
Frantically I looked about for some
one

to befriend,

but

there was

no

one except a poor old man.
My

hand

went

out to him, but

pride drew it back. I was aware
that I must find some one on
whom to exercise this friendship,
this kindness, this charity. Pulling
my moneybag from my pocket I
began to count the coins. In times
past this had always
attracted
people to my side. It worked, for
all around me were people chattering and praising my name:
“Now I have done some good to
people” I said to myself.

But then suddenly

the

golden

coins began to tarnish in the hands
of those to whom I gave them.
Then I cried out for some of the
people to come to my _ assistance,
but there was no one except the
old man. His face was shining
with a friendly smile. Here is what
he said to me. “Your kindness must
be bestowed with an unselfish motive and there are many things in

life more desirable as gifts of kindness than just mere coins. Human
affection and love and sympathy

are much more effective in making
this world a better place in which
to live than your paltry coins.”

All the actions of the daytime
Are ended and behold
Hear the eerie call of screech owl

That makes my blood run cold.
Hear
_ Break
As he
Hear

the howling of a coyote
the quietness and then,
trots upon the hilltop,
his mournful howl again.

I huddle in my blankets
And wait for mornings light
And drift nght off to dreaming

In the stillness of the night.
—R.
te

W.

Ptas

*

FALL

I kick through the leaves that are
up to my knees
While the cold fall air is blowing;
And with a sigh I say goodbye

And all the while ’m
‘That summer’s
dead
And the wind
sound
And in a short
white
May cover the

knowing

gone, the leaves are
is howling an eerie
night a blanket of
barren ground.

‘Time will fly and the months will
pass
And the spring will bloom again,
But till that time life is sublime
Pll enjoy it all I can - While I kick through the leaves
that are up to my knees
While the cold fall air is blowing.
—Rarpru W. Pras

Around
CABOS

OFFICERS

Braun,

senior

chemical

gineer from Troy, Ohio;
ident,

Ed

Marrinan,

en-

vice-pressophomore

arts student of Dayton; secretary,
Rita
McGarry, sophomore
arts
student

of Dayton;

treasurer,

Joan

Hussey, junior arts student of Day-

ton. Plans are under way now for
a skating party to be held in November under the auspices of the
Cabos.

Rev.

Edward

Leimkuhler,

S.M. head of the department of religion is the faculty moderator of
the Cabos, succeeding Brother Vincent Wottle,

S.M. who

of absence at Ohio
ity.
CAMP

is on leave

State Univers-

SUPPERS

The Phi Chi Club which is composed of women students of the
division of science held a camp
supper in Hills and Dales, Sunday
evening, October 28. Mary McLaughlin, president of the Phi Chi
was the chairman of the party. Isabel Klopf, program chairman, was
in charge of the entertainment and
Mary Ann Kessen, vice-president of
the club, was

the committee
sisted by Ann
Frank.

head

of the head

of

on refreshments asBurns and Connie

The Alpha Rho Tau club, consisting of the women arts students
had a supper in Hills and Dales on
the same evening. Eleanor Kurtz,
president of the club, was chairman
of the refreshment committee. Marjorie Crutcher and Iva Lou Aller
had charge of the group’s supper.
Alice Millar, vice-president of the

club, was head

Campus

FACULTY

The officers for the Catholic
Action Board of Service for the
coming school year are: president,
Allan

The

of the transporta-

tion committee, assisted by Marjorie Munger, Ruth Hall, Gertrude
Nobis, and Betty Hodapp.
Joan
Hussey, secretary-treasurer was in
charge of the entertainment.

STUDENT

Rev. Charles Collins, registrar of
the University and Miss Mary
Tuite, assistant registrar, attended
the twentieth annual meeting of
the Ohio College Registrars’ Association at Toledo on Thursday
and Friday, October 11, 12. Father Collins was also present for the
inauguration
of Dr. Nevin
C.
Harner as the new president of
Heidelberg College, ‘Tiffin, Ohio,
.on Saturday, October 13.
Miss Betty Mayl, director of the
news service bureau of the University, attended the American College Publicity association district
conference at the University of IIlinois, Monday through Wednesday of the week of October 17.
Dr. William Wehrle, S.M. head
of the department of English, acted as one of the five judges to read
the essays written by the grade and
high school children of Dayton.
‘The contest was sponsored by the
Dayton District Development committee.
Sr. Agnes Immaculata, S.N.D. de
N., dean of women

of the Univers-

ity, has been in the Good Samaritan Hospital since the beginning
of school. We hope that she will
be on the campus in the very near
future to resume her work as dean
of women.
Head Coach, Harry Baujan, addressed the Kiwanis club at the
Van Cleve hotel on Tuesday, October 16.
Some of the familiar faces not
seen on the campus this year: Sister Genevieve

Marie, S.N.D.

de N

is at St. Joseph Academy, Columbus, Ohio. Rev. John Kenny, O. P.,
is at the Dominican
House
of
Studies,
River
Forest,
Illinois.
Brother Vincent Wottle, S.M., is

at

Ohio

James

State

Manfredini

University.

University.

is

at

Dr.

Rutgers

Members
dent

COUNCIL
of the University stu-

council

Braun, Ada
garet Magin
juniors,

are:

seniors,

Allan

Kay Bomford, Marand Ann Fitzgerald;

Joan

Hussey,

Kenneth

‘Trimbach, and Ted Aponyi; sophomores, Mary
Grace Behringer,
and
Robert Buehler;
freshman,
Richard Barr. The student. council serves as a_ co-ordinator of
student activities between the university faculty and the student
body.
I.R.C.

OFFICERS

New officers for the International Relations Club are the following: president, Sam DeHart, junior
in the division of science from
Dayton; vice-president, Joan Sides,
junior in the division of arts from
Dayton; secretary, Mary Rose Keville, sophomore in the division of
arts from Centerville, Ohio; treasurer, Mary Frances Cavanaugh,
sophomore in the division of education from Dayton. Brother Albert
Rose, S.M. of the political science
department is the faculty adviser of
the club.
THE UNIVERSITY
LECTURES
The next lecture on the University Lecture Series will be “Poland’s
Past and Present” by Dr. Oskar
Halecki.
He is one of the most
competent and authoritative speakers in the States today on the subject of eastern Europe
and _ its
problems. He can do justice to the
complicated Polish problem which
has so long threatened to disrupt
relations between the major powers, and he will present the problems from points of view that
might easily have escaped the cas-

ual observer in the past. Time: December 9. Place: Biltmore hotel.
Tickets:

$1.20.
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U. D. ANNUAL
The publication of the University of Dayton annual will be
resumed this year after a suspension of two years because of war
conditions. Ted Aponyi is the editor and Miss Betty Mayl, publicity
director of the University, is the
faculty adviser. Ted is a junior
chemical engineering student and
is from Dayton. He was formerly a
cadet captain in the university’s

ROTC and a winner in the 1943
Dr. D. G. Reilly oratorical contest.
HALLOWE’EN
PARTY

BRIDGE

Hochwalt, Mrs.

Ray Sacksteder. Mrs. Joseph Unger, Mrs.
George
LeBoeuf,
and
Mrs. Irene Zink. Mrs. Edward Fitz-

gerald is the president
Mothers’ Club.
HALLOWE’EN

of

the

PARTY

The University Epilson Gamma
coed club sponsored a Hallowe'en
costume party for the women students on Thursday evening, October 25, in the men’s lounge. Martha Prince, president of the club
was the general chairman. ‘The decorations committee consisted of
Wanda Ringo, Miriam Keim and
Dorothy Ellifrit.
Mary Frances
Cavanaugh, program chairman, was
in charge of the entertainment, assisted by Pat McDonough. Marilyn
McKay, Jean Runyon, June Davis,
Vivian James, Hedy Evans, and
Marguerite Turner, were on the
entertainment
Committee.
In
charge of the refreshments were
Dorothy Dolle, Opal Hale, and
Mrs. Josephine Groff. Mary Ellen
Sacksteder was head of the publicity.

SIGMA

DELTA

A Flight Nurse, Lt. Jane Simons,

was the speaker at the meeting of
Wednesday, October 31. She flew
hundreds of miles with the Air
Transport Command in the Pacific
to care for wounded men_ being
flown from the battle areas to U.S.
hospitals. Lt. Simons is a graduate

of the University

PI

OFFICERS
WOMEN’S

OF THE
CLUBS

Alpha Rho ‘Tau, women students
of

the

arts

division.

President,

Eleanor Kurtz; vice-president, Alice
Millar;

secretary-trueasurer,

Joan

Hussey; program chairman, Marjorie Crutcher. Miss Betty Mayl is
the faculty adviser.
Beta Upsilon Sigma, women students of the business division.
President, Ruth Koerner; vice-president, Ruth Meyer; program chair-

man,

Patty

Justice.

Mrs.

Harvey

Miller is the faculty. adviser.
Epsilon Gamma,
women
students of the education division.
President,

Martha

tary-treasurer,

Prince;

Marguerite

secre‘Turner;

program chairman, Mary Frances
Cavanaugh. Miss Betty Thomas is
the faculty adviser.
Phi Chi, women

students

of the

science division. President, Mary
McLaughlin; vice-president, Mary
Ann
Kessen; _ secretary-treasurer,
Martha Chaney. Mrs. Robert Per-

kins is the faculty adviser.
CLASS

OFFICERS

Seniors:

President,

Allan

Braun;

vice-president, David Borchers; secretary, Alice Blaeser; treasurer, Ann

Fitzgerald.
Juniors: President, Kenny

‘Trim-

bach; vice-president, Eleanor Kurtz;

secretary,

Bonnie

Winckelman;

treasurer, William Greger.
Sophomores:

President,

Thomas

vice-president,

William

The principal speaker of the Sigma Delta Pi pre-med society meet-

McCarthy;

ing of Wednesday, October 22, was

treasurer, Jeane
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of the class of

1943.

The Mothers’ Club of the University sponsored a dessert-bridge
Hallowe’en party on October 31 in
the off campus lounge. Mrs. John
DeHart was chairman of the party. Assisting her with the arrangements of the party were Mrs. William Buckley, Mrs. Michael Boland, Mrs. Norman

Dr. Walter Reiling, recently discharged from four years of service
in the European theater. He spoke
on his medical experiences in the
war. Dr. Reiling is a graduate of
the University of the class of 1930.

Walsh;

secretary, Madeline
Warman.

Unger;

KAMPUS

KUT-UPS
(From Page 21)
sanction sororities or fraternities
and therefore we should be like
one big happy family, but we're
not. The reason is the cliques.
Mr. Webster defines a clique as a
group of persons united for a common purpose (usually sinister) and
while sinister is a rather strong
adjective to use for several of the
clannish groups here on campus,
their existence is definitely a detriment to the school and they are
one of the main reasons that very
few of the school activities are a
success.
I have often wondered
why a group of young people
should stick together like blue, and
way back in the high school days,
I attributed it to either one of four
reasons: one, that they didn’t know
any

better,

or two,

that

they

had

an inferiority complex, and once a
few friends were made, they were
afraid to try their charms elsewhere.
But now these young people are
men and women in college and a
college student is supposed to have
a high degree of intelligence and
personality, so surely those can’t be
the reasons for our cliques on the
campus. ‘There are the remaining
two reasons: three, that they have
become lazy and narrow in mind
and therefore do not wish new
friends, or four, that they consider themselves just a little better
than the rest of the students.
Now just which of the four above
mentioned is the motive for our
cliques, only the members themselves can answer. But after they
have

answered

them,

and

consid-

ered them, I think they should
then put them in the place where
other past nonsenses go, and open
their eyes to see the other fine
people
on
the campus __ beside
themselves. So how about it, girls?
Get

out

and

mingle

with

the

crowd, keep your old friends, but
make a lot of new ones. Be an asset and not an impediment to our
alma mater.
My brain racked, my conscience
ruined, and my space gone, I de

cide it is time to close this portion
of poison prose.
Be good collegiates, and "member that we're in
college, having left our high school
fads and ideas far behind.
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